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Overview 
Logistimo is a hosted supply-chain management service that can be operated using mobile phones. It 
is aimed at strengthening rural supply chains with the ultimate goal of ensuring availability of 
essential goods (such as medicines) in rural areas. It offers services such as inventory management, 
order management, supply/demand analytics and inventory optimization to various enterprises in 
the supply-chain including village retailers, distributors/wholesalers and manufacturers. Logistimo 
includes two components: (a) a cloud-hosted web service offered as SaaS (Software as a Service), 
and (b) a J2ME client that communicates over GPRS and SMS channels. 

Logistimo makes supply-chains efficient, cost-effective and scalable across a variety of sectors such 
as Pharmaceuticals, Healthcare, Dairy, Agriculture, Livelihoods, Water, Disaster Management, 
Energy and so on. A big issue today in rural supply-chains is the lack of visibility into both supply and 
demand of essential goods such as medicines, raw materials for agriculture (such as fertilizers or 
quality seeds), clean water, and so on. As a result, there is significant inefficiency in distribution of 
such goods impacting the health and livelihood of villagers.  Inventory management discipline is 
significantly lacking in rural supply-chains, and clearly illustrated in a survey in Karnataka, India, 
which showed stock-outs of medicines at least every other day in 75% of the medical stores [1]. 
Logistimo aims to turnaround this process and make it highly transparent and efficient (and thereby 
scalable) by enabling the following: 

1. Empower village entrepreneurs to report stock levels of goods, issues/sales and receipt of 
goods via the mobile phone, as well as gain visibility into markets/suppliers appropriate to 
their goods. 

2. Enable suppliers to gain visibility into demand in real-time, and help them make optimal 
replenishment and delivery routing decisions. 

3. Generate key insights via analytics on multiple dimensions that can help various 
stakeholders – manufacturers, distributors, NGOs, aid-agencies, and Government – take 
informed decisions on their strategies. 

As an instance of its usage, village store-keepers/clinicians enter issues, receipts and physical stock 
counts of various goods (such as medicines) using a Java application on a mobile phone, and a 
warehouse manager makes informed decisions on village-level replenishment quantities using real-
time consumption information and demand forecasts. This creates more efficiency and consequently 
leads to a better quality of service to the consumer, say, faster cures due to better medicine 
availability.  

In this document, we highlight various challenges we’ve faced in deploying a transactional mobile-
web service in an emerging market (esp. India), and expect similar challenges for other services in 
this context. We assert, by experience, that the non-technical challenges over-shadow the technical 
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ones. Further, we make some recommendations on addressing these challenges based on our 
experience with pilots in India. 

Our Model 
Figure 1 below shows the actors and illustrates how they are connected through their mobile 
handsets and the cloud. 

 

In the model depicted above, we directly empower a layer of people we call the “village 
entrepreneur” who is the person who offers a set of products or services to the villager, the end 
consumer. The entrepreneur could be an individual or a small-to-medium organization and resides in 
the village or even the city (esp. if it is an organization). The direct users of our mobile software are 
these entrepreneurs or people within their organizations. Two points are notable in the model 
above: 

1. The “Entrepreneur” acts as a link between our service and the villager, and provides a “high-
touch” service to the villager, who by themselves are not prolific phone users (beyond 
making calls). The Entrepreneur is more perceptive of the economic value of leveraging 
technology and its usage. Ensuring that this person has adequate economic incentives and 
that he comprehends it are critical to his sustained existence in this value-chain. 

2. A “Technical Support” capability, which is essential to ensure adoption and continued use of 
the service. Ability to cost-effectively scale such a capability is critical in achieving adoption 
at scale. 

Logistimo 
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Even in the above case, where we are not directly servicing a village end user, deploying a service 
such as ours holds a variety of challenges, which we describe in the next section. 

The Challenges 
The challenges we face are of three kinds: (1) Human (2) Technical, and (3) Business. 

Human Challenges 

Human challenges are the most significant in achieving adoption, given existing behaviours are hard 
to change. The most common challenges include: 

1. Intermittent mobile usage for data-entry, more prominently due to non-comprehension of 
incentives, lack of will and user bandwidth (esp. due to lack of staff in a village unit). This 
requires both “push” and “pull” mechanisms to elicit continuous usage (e.g. closer 
monitoring of usage, incentive schemes, and prodding via SMS reminders). The newer 
system should have minimal friction and low failure rate to capitalize on the small window of 
usage bandwidth available to the user. 

2. Ad-hoc management practices, both at the village retail points as well as across the supply-
chain nodes. This prevents proper use of the newer system, and slows down ramp-up. This 
essentially requires a “direct management” approach from the service provider (us, in this 
case) until individual/organizational behaviours change. 

3. Learning curve with a new device, where an individual needs to install and operate software 
on a mobile. The acts of network activation, software installation and subsequent usage 
have to be enabled with minimal (or no) handholding. 

Technical challenges 

Technical challenges are also significant, given that there is a high degree of heterogeneity in the 
way network and mobile devices exist today. 

Network challenges include: 

1. Lack of adequate GPRS signals at certain points and times of day, and a complete lack of 
GPRS infrastructure in certain areas. This has necessitated us to create multi-channel access 
to our service including SMS and GPRS. 

2. GPRS activation issues, which are operator- and device-specific. A cost-effective and scalable 
support mechanism is required to address these (an illustrative discussion thread in [2] 
demonstrates common GPRS issues user’s face). 

3. SMS cost and reliability issues, where SMS based transmission for a transactional service like 
ours becomes costlier (compared to GPRS), and needs robust handling for transactions. 

Device challenges include: 

1. Heterogeneity across phones, which introduces issues with both screen rendering and event 
handing in J2ME applications, possibly requiring multiple configurations and/or downloads 
(a sample “quirk list” is at [3], which is a tell-tale story of heterogeneity and J2ME’s inability 
to overcome them). 
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2. Maintaining good user-experience, esp. with low-end phones, and more so when switching 
between synchronous (GPRS) and asynchronous (SMS) modes of communication. 

3. Geo-mapping is not possible or accurate in non-GPS phones, which makes it hard to get 
valuable location data that is useful to most applications of this nature. 

Web service challenges include: 

1. Ensuring data quality, including consistency and correctness of entries, is a challenge esp. 
where there are intermittent and erroneous entries. We need a combination of error-
detection, user reputation management and user notification mechanisms to effectively 
manage this. 

2. Algorithms working with sparse data and unpredictable events, where one needs to evolve 
forecasting and optimization algorithms that can work with sparse data and abruptly 
changing data patterns. 

Business challenges 

1. Pricing a SaaS model is a challenge, esp. where people are used to a conventional pricing 
model (such as a one-time payment for software). This requires a combination of educating 
customers as well as packaging SaaS in creative ways. 

2. Quantification of value is hard, esp. given there is no baseline to compare against. Given ad-
hoc practices, metrics or revenue leaks cannot be easily assessed. At best, qualitative and 
“feel-good” factors are the best early indicators of business value realized through our 
service. 

3. Rural customer acquisition is costly, esp. given there is not much market research or visibility 
into potential customers and their activities in emerging markets. 

Key Strategies 
We briefly mention a few strategies that we are adopting within our service to address the above 
challenges. Core features in our product supporting these mechanisms are also highlighted. Our 
strategies imbibe aspects of what has been commonly stated for working with the bottom of the 
pyramid (e.g. as in [4]), while evolving newer ones supported by technology. 

1. Economic incentives and incentive triggers: Economic incentives and a comprehension of 
such incentives across the value-chain reaching the villager are of paramount importance. It 
has to be emphasized that the internalization of the incentive by the village user is as 
important and as difficult as the creating the incentive itself. Further, establishing a human 
“value-chain” to the last mile is ultra-critical to surmount some of the challenges. To further 
aid the process of increasing adoption, we have considered a few mechanisms in our 
product that apply “economic” and “social” pressure on the user: 

a. Pushing high-valued information to the user (e.g. unsafe stock), which in turn pulls 
the user back to the system. 

b. Showing the downside of inaction, say “opportunity cost” of not entering data, or 
ignoring a recommendation from the system can help, as might showing a user’s 
performance relative to his community. 
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2. Scalable processes using technology: We have to scale various processes that range from 
deployment to customer support to cost-effectively scale our service. In order to so, we plan 
to leverage a combination of “self-serve” mechanisms and “community-based” support. 

a. Self-serve mechanisms are achieved by providing self-learning material (via HTML 
that can be downloaded to a phone), via videos that can be disseminated online. 
Today, this has to be done with humans with good phones in the path to the village 
entrepreneur. However, with the proliferation of smart -phones and 3G networks, 
we expect to achieve full online distribution in future. 

b. Voice-based services incorporating state-of-the-art speech recognition appears 
promising for performing simple operations such as stock reporting (but not 
complex ones such as order processing). However, speech recognition accuracy 
across varied accents and dialects, and cost of deployment of such services is high at 
this stage. Over time, we expect both to evolve and voice-based services can 
become quite prolific. 

c. We consider building a “community” of entrepreneurs and intermediate agents 
essential to success, given they can support each other in a manner that no single 
organization can. A combination of social incentives and core community features in 
our tools are essential to achieve this in the long run. 

3. Extreme usability: As of today, there is no easy answer to the GPRS barriers and device 
heterogeneity problems. Our strategy has been to leverage the smoothest technologies for 
our application and relatively higher skilled humans in the value-chain to train people in the 
last mile. 

a. Our choice of technology has been Java 2 Micro-Edition (J2ME) which works across 
the widest range of devices, and we address its quirks as we encounter them. GPRS 
availability or activation issues have been addressed with an easier alternative such 
as SMS which requires no work from the user. We can leverage more skilled people 
in the value-chain to transfer the application (via GPRS, Bluetooth or cables) and 
train the village user. In future, we hope that the act of network activation and 
software installation on the phone will become simpler without requiring hand 
holding. HTML5 holds much promise for the future, should it enable multi-modal 
interaction and be supported by default on all mobile browsers. 

b. We strive to achieve extreme usability in our software, and recognize that this is a 
continuous process – not a one-time effort – and done by actually visiting villages 
and looking over users’ shoulders! To achieve it, one has to fully leverage capabilities 
on the mobile (e.g. graphics-support, cameras, GPS) as well as “intelligence” one can 
build on the cloud. For instance, using a mobile phone camera to scan a 2D barcode 
would reduce effort in identifying the product, as would the cloud “intelligence” to 
self-correct data entry errors which reduces user requests. Given the range of 
capabilities on phones today, the mobile application should be designed to 
gracefully upgrade (or downgrade) its capabilities, depending on the device. 

4. “Smart” cloud: The notion of a “smart” cloud is one which has algorithms to understand a 
user (i.e. user models), work with erroneous or sparse data, and provide corrective feedback 
to users that is personalized and contextually-relevant. This essentially reduces overhead on 
the user, while also improving his skills and understanding over time. There are trends 
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reported on how “mobile-clouds” are putting decision power into the hands of the user (as 
seen in [5]). 

5. Multiple business models: To address the business challenges, one has to be “open” and 
experiment with multiple business models, while also finding varied marketing channels 
(including bootstrapping mechanisms). Both these appear critical to initial success, whose 
runway is long. In the early stages, exploring multiple sectors appears important before 
going deep into any given one, while also having an ability to deploy in any country (say, 
within Asia and Africa). Market sensitivity to pricing is still unknown, and one has to be 
flexible and creative on the pricing model and continuously evolve it. 

Summary 
In this paper, we have described various challenges faced in deploying a transactional mobile-web 
service such as Logistimo in rural areas. We bucket the challenges as human, technical and business. 
We have found, by experience, that for a service like ours, the non-technical challenges continue to 
surmount the technical ones, even where the technical challenges can be considered significant. 
Given rapid evolution in mobile technologies and operator plans, and continuous lowering of 
phone/plan costs, we expect the technical challenges to be resolved faster than the other ones. If 
one creates appropriate incentives and communicates them effectively across the value-chain, 
people are willing to upgrade phones and networks. The presence of a trusted value-chain of people 
up to the last mile appears critical to disseminate any new business process or technology. 

To address the non-technical challenges, we expect a combination of economic incentives, scalable 
processes, core features in our tools and an effective communication of these to work well in our 
context. As we inch ahead, we eagerly await evolution and/or standardization of technologies such 
as 3G, HTML5 and voice, and expect to improve user interaction on the device using capabilities such 
as high-resolution cameras, GPS and accelerometers. 
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